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ABSTRACT
Anomaly detection is essential towards ensuring system security

and reliability. Powered by constantly generated system data, deep

learning has been found both effective and flexible to use, with its

ability to extract patterns without much domain knowledge. Exist-

ing anomaly detection research focuses on a scenario referred to as

zero-positive, which means that the detection model is only trained

for normal (i.e., negative) data. In a real application scenario, there

may be additional manually inspected positive data provided after

the system is deployed. We refer to this scenario as lifelong anomaly
detection. However, we find that existing approaches are not easy

to adopt such new knowledge to improve system performance.

In this work, we are the first to explore the lifelong anomaly
detection problem, and propose novel approaches to handle corre-

sponding challenges. In particular, we propose a framework called

unlearning, which can effectively correct the model when a false

negative (or a false positive) is labeled. To this aim, we develop

several novel techniques to tackle two challenges referred to as

exploding loss and catastrophic forgetting. In addition, we abstract

a theoretical framework based on generative models. Under this

framework, our unlearning approach can be presented in a generic

way to be applied to most zero-positive deep learning-based anom-

aly detection algorithms to turn them into corresponding lifelong

anomaly detection solutions.

We evaluate our approach using two state-of-the-art zero-positive

deep learning anomaly detection architectures and three real-world

tasks. The results show that the proposed approach is able to sig-

nificantly reduce the number of false positives and false negatives

through unlearning.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Intrusion/anomaly detection and
malware mitigation; • Information systems → Online analyt-
ical processing; • Computing methodologies → Online learning

settings.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Anomaly detection is an indispensable step for security, owing

to unavoidable vulnerabilities in complex computer systems and

ceaselessly trying of sophisticated attacks [4]. Modern systems con-

stantly produce system data that may reflect system status, which

are valuable data source towards real-time anomaly detection.

Deep learning has been an effective approach with its ability to

extract patterns from massive data [8, 23]. For example, a naive

way is to train a supervised model with both normal and abnor-

mal data, and use the trained model to assign labels in detection.

A more desirable approach is to train a model that could detect

unforeseen anomalies such as zero-day attacks [42]. That is, the

deep learning model is capable of detecting anomaly types that are

not known while it is being trained. To achieve this goal, anomaly

detection methods that do not require any abnormal data for detec-

tion are preferred, which are referred to as “zero-positive” anomaly

detection [23].

There have been several works proposed to handle this case. For

example, LSTM-based anomaly detection models [8, 25] could be

trained on normal time-series data to do forecasting, and detect a

real data point as abnormal if it deviates from the predicted one. As

another example, autoencoder-based anomaly detection models [15,

47] are proposed to detect anomaly over data that is time-insenstive,

i.e., each data point is independent to each other.

A problem for zero-positive anomaly detection is that it may

not always generalize. That is, an abnormal event observed during

test time, which we refer to as false negative, can be classified as

normal. In practice, administrator can manually inspect a small

portion of the events and provide labels. However, it remains open

for a deep learning-based approach how to effectively update the

model with these new labeled data. For example, in a network traffic

anomaly detection application, the emerging of newworkloads may

require the model to learn new patterns and to optionally forget old

patterns in a controlled manner. Moreover, if system administrators

provide feedback on false negatives (and false positives as well),
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the model may also need to be updated in a cost-effective manner

to better serve its goal.

In this paper, we focus on the lifelong anomaly detection problem
to fill the gap. There have been several challenges to achieve the

goal. First, so far, there have been no mechanism to make a deep

learning-based anomaly detection model remember an abnormal
instance. To make the model remember a normal instance x , most

existing approaches learn a model to predict Pr(x), and make this

probability high enough to be considered.

Therefore, to make the model remember x is abnormal, we need

to decrease the predicted probability Pr(x). This is equivalent to
make themodel forget that x is a normal instance. Based on this idea,

we develop an algorithm called unlearn to make a model unlearn

that a false negative instance is normal. Note that the concept of

unlearning has been proposed before by Cao et al. [3], which, unlike
our work, focuses on unlearning samples that exist in the training

dataset.

Second, naively decreasing the probability of Pr(x)will also likely
make the model predict other normal events as abnormal. We refer

to this issue as exploding loss, where the term loss is represented as

−logPr(x). When Pr(x) is close to zero, the loss can be arbitrarily

large. Maximizing it will cause deep learning models to become

arbitrary, and not well-functioning to serve the anomaly detection

task. Under the unlearning framework, we develop the bounding
loss and learning rate shrinking techniques to mitigate this issue.

Third, since the lifelong anomaly detection problem will run in

fashion that the model will keep being updated over time, it may

forget previously observed examples. This issue is typically referred

to as catastrophic forgetting in the deep learning literature [12].

A naive solution to this problem is to retrain the model with all

previously observed examples. However, this naive approach is not

practical, since the data set will be ever-growing over time, and

retraining will soon become too costly. To tackle this issue, we

develop an incremental learning approach to leverage a maintained

important memory set to make the model not forgetting important

past examples.

Fourth, we hope our approach can be generic to be applied to

existing deep learning-based anomaly detection algorithms so that

we can take the advantage of previous work. We observe that most

existing approaches can be captured by a class of machine learning

algorithms, called generative models. We thus abstract previous

approaches in a theoretical framework. By taking advantage of this

framework, we can easily present our unlearning algorithm in a

generic way to make sure it can be applied to an arbitrary deep

learning-based anomaly detection algorithm.

We summarize our main contributions as below.

(1) We are the first to examine the lifelong learning for deep learn-

ing based anomaly detection problems. To this aim, we propose

the unlearning framework which can be applied to any deep

learning-based zero-positive anomaly detection approach to

turn it into a lifelong anomaly detection solution.

(2) We propose novel techniques to tackle the exploding loss and
catastrophic forgetting challenges. While the former is unique

to anomaly detection, the latter is a generic lifelong learning

problem. We hope our solutions can inspire more studies of

these issues.

(3) As a side product, we abstract a theoretical framework to apply a

generative model for anomaly detection, so that our unlearning

approach can be presented in a generic way. We hope this

framework can shed new light to future deep learning-based

anomaly detection research.

(4) We evaluate our approach using three real anomaly detection

datasets, namely, HDFS log, Yahoo network traffic, and credit

card transaction. We show that our proposed lifelong learning

method could significantly reduce both the number of false

positives and the number of false negatives. For example, for

HDFS log, the experiment results show a reduction of up to

77.3% false positives and up to 76.6% false negatives, under

different thresholds.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we for-

malize the anomaly detection problem and introduce the theoretical

framework to apply generative models for anomaly detection. Then

we present our unlearning framework and key technical novelties

to handle the challenges in Section 3. In Section 4, we evaluate

our proposed approach using various dataset and deep learning

architectures. We discuss our observations in Section 5 and related

work in Section 6. In the end, we conclude in Section 7.

2 LIFE-LONG ANOMALY DETECTION
In this section, we will first explain the zero-positive anomaly de-

tection using a real-world example. Then we will formalize this

problem, and introduce the state-of-the-art deep learning-based

approach.

2.1 Motivation examples
System data collected in real-time could be continuous values

such as CPU usage and temperature, or categorical values such

as SYSCALL and function API calls. Each data point could either

be a single value, or a vector. Moreover, system status and events

evolve in time. The collected data points could either be analyzed as

independent instances, or as time series events with time dimension

involved. For example, an event CPU-high could itself indicate an

anomaly, or only be an anomaly when it’s following some event.

Previous work has extensively explored system data for anomaly

detection, for example, using LSTM model on system logs [8] to

detect execution anomalies, and autoencoder model on hardware

performance counters to detect performance problems [15]. Be-

cause of the difficulty in obtaining abnormal labels, previous work

typically circumvents this by training only on normal data, hoping

to detect unforeseen anomalies that do not follow the learned nor-

mal pattern. However, it is possible that the training data is noisy,

or new patterns emerge in detection, such that when the trained

model is being used in detection, false positives or false negatives

may appear.

Consider the following scenario. The training data may contain

two instances: ssh→ program→ exit→ CPU-high and ssh→ game
→ exit→ cpu-high. A zero-positive model trained on this is possible

to learn ssh→ ⋆→ exit→ CPU-high as being a normal sequence,

where ⋆ indicates an arbitrary event. However, while using this

model for anomaly detection, it is possible to encounter ssh →
notepad→ exit→ CPU-high, which is further detected as normal.

Because of the incompleteness of the training data, the anomaly
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detection model fails to recognize the suspicious CPU-high activity,

which is possibly due to a non-logged attack. As another example,

if the model is only trained on ssh→ program→ exit→ CPU-high,
it is possible to falsely detect ssh→ game→ exit→ CPU-high as

an anomaly.

In real-world scenarios while using the trained models for anom-

aly detection, there could be system admins reporting false nega-

tives and false positives that the model fails to detect. In this paper,

we focus on the life-long learning issue of such anomaly detection

models, that is, how to incrementally update the model with the

reported false negatives and false positives.

2.2 Problem definition
In this section, we first formalize the zero-positive anomaly detec-

tion problem, and briefly illustrate how generativemachine learning

models can be used to handle this problem.

Problem Definition 1 (Anomaly detection). Consider an
event sequence xt , (1 ≤ t ≤ T ) such that each instance is sampled
from a stationary distribution D with a probability of 1 − ϵ , (ϵ ≥ 0

is a small constant). Detect for each followup instance xt (t > T )
whether xt is sampled from the same distribution.

In this definition, the event sequence x1, ...,xT is the training

data. The distribution D defines whether an instance is normal (in

distribution) or an anomaly. The constant ϵ controls the rate that
anomaly can appear in the training data. When ϵ = 0, it means that

the training data does not include anomaly at all.

Previous work on zero-positive anomaly detection [8, 15, 26]

assumes that the training dataset only contains normal data, i.e., ϵ =
0. However, it is possible that human labeling may make occasional

mistakes. In this work, we consider the anomaly detection problem

with noisy data, which means that ϵ > 0 though it is small, but we

do not have the ground truth of which instances are abnormal or

not. This definition is applicable to most real applications.

Distribution assumption. Different applications make different

assumptions on the distribution D so that different machine learn-

ing models can be applied to learn this distribution. In general,

we consider two types of distributions: time-insensitive and time-
sensitive.

Definition 2.1 (Time-insensitive distribution). The value of a time-
sensitive distribution D at any time t is independent to each other.

Its probability mass function is defined by Pr(xt ).

Definition 2.2 (Time-sensitive distribution). The value of a time-
sensitive distribution D at time t depends on all past history. The

probability mass function is defined by Pr(xt |xt−1...x1).

Life-long learning. In this work, we consider a special case of

anomaly detection, called life-long anomaly detection. In the defini-

tion of Problem 1, we consider that no labels are provided on the

training set. Learning from such a noisy data is inevitably inaccu-

rate.

In real application scenarios, however, practitioners can manu-

ally examine a few suspicious examples to provide their labels. In

this work, we are primarily interested in whether we can signifi-

cantly improve the accuracy in such a case.

Problem Definition 2 (Life-long Anomaly detection). Con-
sider an event sequence xt , (1 ≤ t ≤ T ) such that each instance is
sampled from a stationary distribution D with a probability of 1 − ϵ ,
(ϵ ≥ 0 is a small constant). In addition, we have a set of n pairs (ti , li ),
such that 1 ≤ ti ≤ T and li ∈ {−1,+1}. We know li is negative if xti
is sampled from D, and li is positive if not. Detect for each followup
instance xt (t > T ) whether xt is sampled from the same distribution.

Note that manual inspection is a costly operation; thus, the

total number of labeled pairs, i.e., n, must be small. Note that the

additional data is most likely to be wrongly labeled by the deployed

model. We refer to a pair (ti , li ) with li = +1 as a false negatives;
and false positive for li = −1 to emphasize this fact. Although the

focus of this paper is on false negatives, our framework is generic

to handle both false negatives and false positives.

2.3 A theoretical framework for existing
machine learning-based anomaly detection

In this section, we introduce a generic framework to describe ma-

chine learning-based anomaly detection approaches for Problem 1

using generative models. We will then explain recent works using

deep learning models for anomaly detection to achieve the state-of-

the-art results, and show that they can be modeled in the generic

framework. In the end, we will explain how to train the models.

2.3.1 Anomaly detection using a generative model. It is easy to see

that if we can learn the distribution (its probability mass function)

under an event sequence, we can apply it to easily detect an anomaly.

For example, given a new instance xt for a time-sensitive distribu-

tion, we can simply check if Pr (xt |xt−1...x1) > τ for a threshold τ
to determine whether xt is an anomaly.

Therefore, almost all anomaly detection algorithms rely on a

class of machine learning models called generative models [27]. A
generative model typically considers two classes of random vari-

ables, i.e., observable variables X (e.g., events) and hidden variables

H . It assumes that the joint probability Pr(X ,H ) is modeled by

a function fθ (X ,H ), which is parameterized by θ . Thus, we can

obtain the marginal probability of X as

Pr(X ) =

∫
h
fθ (X ,H = h) (1)

The learning algorithms search for a set of parametersθ tomaximize

the likelihood or optimize its equivalent transformation:

θ⋆ = argmax
θ

∏
xt

Pr(X = xt )

= argmax
θ

∏
xt

∫
h
fθ (X = xt ,H = h) (2)

Using such a model, given a new instance x (i.e., x1...xt in the

time-sensitive case, or xt in the time insensitive case), we can com-

pute Pr(X = x) using (1) and check whether it is above a threshold

τ . There have been various generative models used for anomaly de-

tection, such as Gaussian mixture model [48], Principal Component

Analysis [18], Long Short-Term Memory [8], and autoencoder [31].
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2.3.2 Deep learning models. We now explain two deep learning

models, namely long short-term memory and autoencoder, and

how they are used for anomaly detection in recent literature.

Long short-termmemory (LSTM). LSTM [17] is a type of recur-
rent neural network (RNN) to handle sequential data. LSTM has

achieved the state-of-the-art on various sequence-based applica-

tions such as speech recognition [16].

In general, a RNN computes an embedding ht (i.e., the hidden
states) for a prefix of a sequence x1...xt . We use ht = ϕ(x1...xt ) to
denote this embedding relationship. A RNN models the mapping

ϕ as an incremental computation: ht+1 = fθ (ht ,xt+1) parameter-

ized by θ . In addition, a RNN models the conditional probability

Pr(xt+1 |ht) as a function дρ (ht ,xt+1) parameterized by ρ. Different
RNN models differ in their concrete choices of the functions f and

д. We refer the readers to [17] for more details.

To apply LSTM for anomaly detection at time t , we can compute

ht−1 = fθ (ht−2,xt−1) (3)

Pr(xt |x1...xt−1) = дρ (ht−1,xt ) (4)

where (3) can be recursively computed at each time point t . There
are several ways to use Pr(xt |x1...xt−1) computed by (4) to detect

if xt is abnormal. One way (e.g., [8]) is to compare the probabil-

ity against a pre-determined threshold τ as discussed above (see

Figure 1 for example).

If the event space is continuous, an alternative way (e.g., [25]) is

to use this probability density function to predict the next value x⋆t
(i.e., as the one maximizing Pr(x⋆t |x1...xt−1)); and compare whether

xt deviates from x⋆t too much (see Figure 2 for example).

CBAC ?

Anomaly 
detection model

Time series data

Model
input

Prediction:
{D:0.8; A:0.2; B:0; C:0; …}

Compare

D? normal; A? normal;
B? abnormal; …

!"##$%&ℎ()&*#+

Figure 1: An example of LSTM-based anomaly detection on
discrete event space. Given a history sequence of C, A, B, C,
LSTM computes the probability of the next events as {D: 0.8,
A: 0.2, B: 0, ...}, and τ = 0.1%. If the next event (i.e., labeled with
“?") is D or A, then its probability (80% or 20% is above the
threshold, and thus it is normal. Otherwise, the probability
is 0%, (since the summation of all probability is 100%) and the
event is detected as abnormal.

One benefit of LSTM is that it can automatically learn to forget

non-essential events in a sequence. Therefore, it can effectively

handle truncated data (i.e., the model runs from the middle of the

event sequence) and noisy data (i.e., anomaly in the training data).

In this work, we choose LSTM as the default model to time-sensitive

distribution.

Autoencoder.When the events are independent in time, we do not

need to consider the history x1...xt−1 when examining xt . In this

Time 
dimension

distance>Threshold?Training
period

LSTM history inputvalue
LSTM prediction sequence

System data 
sequence

Figure 2: An example of LSTM-based anomaly detection on
continuous event space. Suppose the network traffic of a
website roughly follows the shape of a sine wave. LSTM
model could learn this trend, and forecast the next value
based on it. For example, given a history sequence of 1.2, 1.8,
2. 1.8, LSTM model is possible to predict 1.2 as the next data
point. To check if the real system generated next data point
(e.g., 0.2) is normal, we can compute the distance between
this value and the predicted one. If the distance is larger
than a threshold, we detect it as abnormal.

case, an Autoencoder [14, 26] is an effective deep learning model

for this task.

An autoencoder consists of an encoder ϕ and a decoder φ; both
are parameterized functions. The encoder maps an input x into

a hidden state h = ϕ(x), and the decoder maps h into another

instance x ′ = φ(x) in the input space. As a generative model, the

joint probability Pr(x ,h) can be modeled as

Pr(X = x) ∝ exp(−||x − φ(ϕ(x))| |2/2) (5)

In (5), φ(ϕ(x)) is the output of the autoencoder for input x . This
is illustrated in Figure 3. It is easy to see that we can check whether

the distance between the output and input, i.e., | |x − φ(ϕ(x))| |2,
is smaller than a threshold, to detect if the event is normal (i.e.,

Prob(X = x) is large enough).

En
co
de

r

De
co
de

r
Input

(dimension=d)
Intermediate
(dimension<<d)

Output
(dimension=d)

Learning goal: minimize the error between input and output

Figure 3: Autoencoder architecture.

2.3.3 Training models. So far, we discuss the models in an abstract

way. Now, we provide more details for training a model so that the

following discussions of our new approach can make sense.

To mathematically manipulate an event sequence, we encode

each event into a numerical vector. For an event with continuous

value, they can serve as a dimension of the vector directly. For

an event with discrete value, we can encode them using so called

one-hot-encoding. That is, given a value x ∈ 1, ...,N , we encode it

as a N -dimension vectorv , such thatvi = 1 if x = i , andvi = 0 oth-

erwise. For an event space with a mixture of multiple discrete and

continuous values, we can convert them separately and concatenate

the separate vectors into a bigger one.

To train a model, we need to solve the optimization problem

defined by (1). It is equivalent to minimize −logPr(X ). In deep
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learning literature, we typically refer to an equivalent function of

−logPr(X ) as the Loss function Lθ (X ). For the time-sensitive case

using an RNN model defined by (3-4), this can be defined as

Lθ,ρ (X ) =
T∑
t=1
−log

(
дρ (ht−1,xt )

)
(6)

where ht is defined recursively using (3) by setting h0 = 0. For the

autoencoder case, the loss function can be defined as

L(xt ) = | |xt − φ(ϕ(xt ))| |
2

(7)

Deep learning relies on back-propagation [30] to compute the

gradient of the loss functionwith respect to the parameters∇θLθ (§),

and iteratively update parameters θ according to this gradient. Us-

ing the stochastic gradient decent (SGD)[14] as an example, θ is

updated via

θnew ← θold − η · ∇θLθ (§) (8)

where η is a small constant referred to as learning rate or step size.

Other optimizers (such as Adam [20] and RMSProp [37]) rely on

more complicated formula to update θ based on the gradient. In

later discussions, when it is clear, we may omit the subscription of

θ from the loss function Lθ (x).

3 UNLEARNING FOR UPDATING ANOMALY
DETECTION MODELS

When a machine learning model is deployed in applications, our

goal is to update it with newly reported false positives or false

negatives in a streaming fashion. Existing generative model-based

learning approaches do not naturally support such an update. In

this work, we propose an unlearning framework to handle such

updates. The intuitive idea is that, once we know xt is a false nega-
tives, rather than maximize Pr (xt |x1...xt−1), we want to minimize

this probability. Directly doing it, however, will lead to several is-

sues, such as exploding gradient and catastrophic forgetting. The

unlearning approach implements this idea while not hurting the

performance for other unlabeled data.

Note that false positives, which are normal events, can be handled

in a regular way. In our presentation, we will explain the issues

and our techniques with an emphasis of handling false negatives.

At the same time, however, we will present the algorithm details

in a generic way to handle both false negatives and false positives.

In the following subsections, we will first provide an overview of

our approach as well as the challenges, and then explain the two

important techniques to tackle the challenges.

3.1 Overview of unlearning
We now consider the time-insensitive case. It is straightforward to

extend the idea for the time-sensitive case. To illustrate the idea, we

first consider the labeled set consists of one positive sample (t ,+1),
such that xt is falsely predicted as negative (i.e., normal example).

In this case, we know that

Pr(xt ) > τ (9)

for a threshold τ or, equivalently,

L(xt ) < τ ′ (10)

for the corresponding threshold τ ′. Our goal is thus to revise the
model to decrease the probability of Pr(xt ), or equivalently to in-

crease L(xt ). Notice that maximizing this is equivalent to minimize

L
unlearn

(xt ) = −L(xt ) (11)

Therefore, we can apply the same optimization algorithm for train-

ing to minimize L
unlearn

(xt ) by computing its gradient

∇θLunlearn
(xt ) = ∇θ

(
− L(xt )

)
= −∇θL(xt )

Therefore, applying the update rule such as (8), we have

θnew ← θ
old
− η · ∇θLunlearn

(xt ) = θold + η · ∇θL(xt ) (12)

We can now generalize this idea to handle a labeled set S =
{xt , lt } by defining L

unlearn
(S) as follows:

L
unlearn

(S) = −
∑
t
ltL(xt ) (13)

while the update rule corresponding to SGD (8) can be captured as

follows:

θnew ← θ
old
+ η

∑
t
lt · ∇θL(xt ) (14)

The update rule for other gradient-based optimization algorithms

can be adapted accordingly. Note that the learning process min-

imizes the loss. In contrast, our algorithm tries to maximize the

loss for false negative examples. Therefore, we call our algorithm

unlearning.
One great benefit of our algorithm is that it relies on the same

component as training the model to optimize the unlearning loss

function (13). Hence, our unlearning algorithm is generic and can

be applied to arbitrary optimization-based deep learning models.

While the above idea is straightforward, a direct application of it

suffers two major problems, namely exploding loss and catastrophic
forgetting. We describe them and propose solutions below.

3.2 Handling exploding loss

Challenges. When handling false negatives, the unlearning al-

gorithm essentially maximizes L(xt ), or equivalently minimizes

Pr(xt ). However, Pr(xt ) can be arbitrarily close to 0. In this case,

L(xt ) can be arbitrarily large. Therefore, the optimization algo-

rithm may spend all the time to maximize this term even though it

will increase the loss L(xi ) for those true negative events xi . As a
result, the learned model may not be effective at all.

Consider the following example. Assume we have a sequence of

x1, ...,xt−1 that are labeled as negative, and xt labeled as positive.

The unlearning loss function is thus

t−1∑
i=1
L(xi ) − L(xt ) (15)

Without the last term of −L(xt ), minimizing the objective will

reduce all individual terms L(xi ) for i = 1, ..., t − 1. This is because
every term has a lower bound (i.e., 0). Assume the minimal value

of the entire summation is τ ; then we know that each individual

term is also upper bounded by τ as well. In this case, Pr(xi ) is lower
bounded (e.g., by exp(−τ )), and thus we can rely on this lower

bound to build a detection model.
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When −L(xt ) is included, however, minimizing (15) may only

maximize L(xt ), while making L(xi ) for any or all i = 1, ..., t
arbitrarily large. In this case, although we make sure the model

predicts the probability Pr(xt ) to be arbitrarily close to 0%, the

probability Pr(xi ) can also be close to 0% as well, for other i ∈
{1, ..., t − 1}. As a result, the model may simply predict anything

to be abnormal by minimizing the loss function (15).

To tackle the issue caused by exploding loss, we propose two

techniques, namely bounding loss and learning rate shrinking. We

explain them below.

3.2.1 Bounding loss. Clearly, the exploding loss issue is primarily

introduced since the term ltL(xt ) in (13) can be arbitrarily small

when lt = −1. Our idea is to provide a lower bound on this term. To

this aim, we revise the term as

ReLU

(
BND − ltL(xt )

)
(16)

Here,ReLU is the rectifier linear unit [14], i.e.,ReLU(x) = max(0,x).
BND > 0 is a pre-determined constant, as a hyper-parameter to the

algorithm.

Consider when lt = +1. If L(xt ) ≤ BND, then

BND − ltL(xt ) ≥ 0

and thus minimizing (16) is equivalent to minimize −ltL(xt ) di-
rectly. On the other hand, if L(xt ) > BND already, (16) is always 0,

i.e., the global minimum of (16).

When lt = −1, on the other hand, we know that L(xt ) is lower
bounded, and thus we can always choose BND so that BND +
L(xt ) ≥ 0. In this case, minimizing (16) is equivalent to minimize

L(xt ) as in (13) directly.

The final unlearning loss function is thus revised as

L
unlearn

(S) =
∑
t

ReLU

(
BND − ltL(xt )

)
(17)

Another reason we choose to wrap a ReLU operation around

is because it works compatibly with the back-propagation algo-

rithm which computes the gradient, and its gradient computation

is implemented in all major deep learning frameworks. Therefore,

although we revise the loss function, we can still make sure that our

approach is generic enough to be applied to all deep learning-based

anomaly detection algorithms.

Choosing the bound BND. One remaining issue is on how to

choose BND. If it is chosen to be too large, (16) will not serve its

design goal. If it is chosen to be too small, the corresponding loss

function may not serve its goal to make the model unlearn the false

negative.

One straightforward idea is to choose BND = τ ′, where τ ′ is
the threshold defined in (10). In doing so, once L(xt ) > τ , the
unlearning algorithm knows to stop. However, this simple idea has

the problem that while the optimization algorithm minimizes the

overall objective (17), it may stop at somewhere close to the local

minimum of (16), while the term (16) is still positive. In this case,

the model will still predict the false negative event as negative.

A practical approach is to set BND to be slightly higher than τ ′.
In fact, in our evaluation, we find that setting BND = 2τ ′ works
well to solve this issue.

3.2.2 Learning rate shrinking. Choosing a proper learning rate is
a practical question for all gradient-based optimization problems.

In the standard minimization problem, the gradient size of the loss

function | |∇θL|| will get smaller as the algorithm approaches a

local minimum.

In our problem, however, we want to maximizeL(xt ); as a result,
the gradient size may increase significantly after a few iterations,

and using the same magnitude of the learning rate as the training

algorithm will soon decrease the model’s performance, even we

bound the maximizing term with BND. This scenario is illustrated

in Figure 4(a). There have been several algorithms such as RM-

SProp [37] and Adam [20] proposed to normalize the gradient size.

However, our evaluation (see Table 7 in Section 4.3.2) shows that

they cannot mitigate this issue.

Loss

!

"#$ Loss

!optimal

"#$

(a) With a maximum bound

Loss

!

"#$ Loss

!optimal

"#$

(b) Controlled learning rate

Figure 4: Gradient ascent for unlearning.

To mitigate this issue, we need to significantly shrink the learn-

ing rate. In our evaluation, we find that choosing a learning rate at

the scale of 1% of the initial learning rate used for training can ef-

fectively unlearn the given instance without causing drastic change

(e.g., introducing significantly more false positives) for normal data.

Also, to make the learning procedure more effective, we evaluate

L(xt ) after each iteration of gradient-based update, and stop as

soon as it surpasses the preset bound BND. Figure 4 illustrates this
process.

3.3 Preventing catastrophic forgetting

Challenges. In the lifelong learning scenario, when new labeled

data is observed, the model is updated incrementally. Therefore,

later update may overwrite the model to make it forget what has
been learned in the past. In the deep learning literature, this is

referred to as catastrophic forgetting [21].

One easy way to handle the catastrophic forgetting is that in each

model update, all past data is put into the training set to compute

for the update. Clearly, this approach is not practical, since the

training set size is ever growing which makes model updating time

inevitably long. In this work, we develop a technique so as to update

the model with only a small set of examples. The basic idea is to

keep the updated model “close" to the original model so that their

performances on previously trained data are close as well.

Solution. Our idea is to update the parameters, from its old value

θ⋆ to its new value θ , so that their performance on old data does not

change too much. A straightforward idea is to add a regularization

term into the unlearning loss to penalize if the model differs too

much:

L(xt ) = ReLU

(
BND − ltL(xt )

)
+
λ

2

· | |θ − θ⋆ | |2 (18)
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where λ is a hyper-parameter to control the regularization term.

We call λ regularization weight. In our evaluation, however, we find

this loss function will restrain the model from unlearning the new

false negatives, no matter how we choose λ.
To mitigate this issue, we relax the regularization in the way

so that unimportant parameters for previous examples have more

freedom to move. To achieve this, we revise (18) as follows

L(xt ) = ReLU

(
BND − ltL(xt )

)
+
λ

2

∑
i
wi (θi − θ

⋆
i )

2
(19)

where wi is a positive constant, θi indicates the i-th parameter,

and i iterates over all parameters. This generalized form allows the

regularization term to take weight in front of (θi − θ
⋆
i )

2
. Note that

(18) is just a specialized form of (19) by taking eachwi = 1.

In general, we want to assignwi to be large if changing θ⋆i will

cause more catastrophic forgetting, so that (θi − θ
⋆
i )

2
can be small

when optimizing wi (θi − θ⋆i )
2
. Thus, we want to measure how

likely changing θ⋆i will cause more catastrophic forgetting.

To this aim, we maintain an important memory set Mt . This is a

small set of labeled data that we want the model to remember at

time t . Notice that this set is disjoint with the new labeled data that

our unlearning algorithm wants to update at time t .
The weightwi can be computed as

wi =
1

|Mt |

∑
x ∈Mt

(
∂L(x)

∂θi

)
2

(20)

Intuitively, this weightwi is proportional to the square of the partial

gradient of ∂L/∂θi , which measures how much the loss changes if

we move θ⋆i . Clearly, if the loss does not change much (i.e., close to

0), it is unlikely that changing θ⋆i will cause catastrophic forgetting,

and thus we can assign a smaller weight forwi to allow (θi − θ
⋆
i )

2

to be bigger. In our evaluation, we will demonstrate that such a

rule can effectively mitigate the catastrophic forgetting issue while

achieving the goal of unlearning (see Table 9 in Section 4.3.3).

Maintaining the important memory set. The remaining ques-

tion is how to maintain the important memory set so that (1) it can

be small enough to make the algorithm efficient; and (2) it contains

enough important data.

To this end, we constitute the important memory set with two

components. The first component is a random sub-sample of the val-

idation set (i.e., a small set held out from the optimization algorithm

during training to validate whether a model has achieved a good

performance) used for training. We can re-sample this set at each

iteration to achieve a good coverage of the entire set while keeping

it small. The second component includes all manually labeled data

in the past. During detection, once the model is updated with a new

labeled data, the new data will be added to the important memory

set. Note that we expect the second component to be small, so the

whole important memory set can remain small over time.

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed lifelong

learning mechanism, with two popular deep learning architectures -

LSTM and autoencoder, and three real-world tasks: Hadoop system

log anomaly detection, Yahoo network traffic anomaly detection,

and credit card fraud detection.

We first perform an end-to-end evaluation on all tasks to show

the effectiveness of the proposed technique and its wide applicabil-

ity. In particular, we show that our approach is able to significantly

reduce the number of false positives and false negatives, on different

security data formats with different deep learning models. Further,

we conduct experiments to systematically study the influence of

different hyperparameters and the improvements brought by each

sub-step in the incremental updating procedure.

4.1 Experiment setup
4.1.1 Datasets. In correspondence to the common security related

data formats introduced in Section 2.1, the datasets we cover in

evaluation include both discrete and continuous data, where the

time dimension may or may not be useful. The dataset statistics are

summarized in Table 1, and detailed as below.

Dataset type Train

Test

normal abnormal

HDFS log [40] 4,855 553,366 16,838

Yahoo network traffic [45] 168 1499 13

Credit card transactions [19] 56,856 227,846 387

Table 1: Dataset statistics.

Hadoop file system (HDFS) log dataset. Available in [40], the

HDFS log dataset is generated through runningHadoopmap-reduce

jobs for 48 hours on 203 Amazon EC2 nodes. It contains various

types of anomalies labeled by domain experts, such as "Write ex-

ception client give up" and "Receive block exception", details of

which could be found in [44]. This dataset contains over 11 mil-

lion log entries, where each log has a block identifier such as

blk_175691478784117391. The log dataset could be further grouped

into 575, 059 block sessions by the block identifier each log has.

Different blocks could be understood as concurrent threads, while

the logs having the same block identifier are executed sequentially.

Note that the labels are only provided at the block session level,

i.e., each normal/abnormal label is associated with a block identi-

fier, rather than a log entry. Over the past decade this log dataset

has been extensively used for research in system log parsing and

anomaly detection [7, 8, 24, 44]. The standard practice is to first

map each log entry (e.g., “Transaction A finished.” ) into the corre-

sponding log printing statement that prints out this log message

(e.g., LOG.info(“Transaction %s finished.”, ...). We could use a discrete

key to represent each log printing statement, and the vocabulary

set is simply the number of log printing statements in the source

code. With that, the sequences of system log messages are parsed

to sequences of discrete log keys, which further anomaly detec-

tion could be performed on. The state-of-the-art anomaly detection

results on this dataset are achieved by DeepLog [8], which lever-

ages a LSTM-based neural network for anomaly detection. As in

DeepLog [8], our training dataset contains 4, 855 normal block ses-

sions, while the test dataset includes 553, 366 normal sessions and

16, 838 abnormal sessions. For detection, we say a log session is

detected as normal if each log entry in this session is detected as

normal; and abnormal if at least one log entry in this session is

detected as abnormal.

Yahoo network traffic dataset. This dataset includes real-world
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internet traffic data by Yahoo, which could be requested following

the instructions in [45]. Each data point is a multi-dimensional

measurement of traffic received by Yahoo services at a certain time

point, which includes timestamp, value, seasonality, and etc.. The

anomalies in the dataset have been manually labeled. We use this

dataset as a continuous time series sequence data to validate our

technique. Roughly the first 10% of the normal time series data are

selected for training, and the rest are used as test data for anomaly

detection, which contain 1, 499 normal data points and 13 abnormal

data points, as shown in Table 1.

Credit card transaction dataset.This dataset is downloaded from
Kaggle [19], which contains credit card transactions by European

cardholders in September 2013. For purposes such as anonymity,

this dataset only preserved the original “Time” and “Amount” fea-

tures, while transformed all others using principal component anal-

ysis (PCA) in the original credit card transaction records. Although

the dataset contains a feature “Time”, different transaction records

do not necessarily correlate in time dimension, since the transac-

tions are made by different people. Although the purchasing history

for a single person could be helpful to infer a person’s social be-

havior patterns and further help to do fraud detection, the dataset

prevents us from grouping transaction records by account holders

because of anonymity etc.. As a result, we treat each transaction

record as a standalone data point, and entirely depend on that for

anomaly detection, without the data points before or after. The

entire dataset has 492 frauds out of 284,807 transactions, with 30

features for each. Following [38], we randomly select 20% of the

data, drop the abnormal records and use the rest 56, 856 for training.

The rest 80% dataset are used for anomaly detection, which contains

227, 846 normal records and 387 abnormal ones.

4.1.2 Models and updating details. We choose LSTM to handle

time-sensitive data, and autoencoder to handle time-insensitive

data. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, for

each dataset and deep learning architecture being evaluated on,

we first train an anomaly detection model on training data until it

gets the finest anomaly detection results on test dataset. We refer

to this initially trained model as BASELINE, and the model being

incrementally updated as UNLEARN. Most previous works would

simply use BASELINE for anomaly detection with real-time data

points, and some are incorporated with naive continuous training

using new normal data [8, 26]. However, none of the previous

works are able to incrementally update the model with reported

false negatives, or take actions to prevent forgetting of previously

updated instances.

To show the improvement of the proposed incremental updating

mechanism over initially trained model, we use BASELINE as a

baseline, and a starting point for incremental updating in detection.

We assume there are domain expert feedback on whether a data

point is correctly detected, and use the feedback to continuously

improve our model. A false negative feedback indicates that an

anomalous data point is detected as normal, which we need to un-

learn from the model; while a false positive indicates that a normal

data point is not being properly learned by the model previously,

and will be used for incremental relearning.

For all experiments, we assume a real-world data streaming sce-

nario where the model makes a decision on each newly generated

data point. We simulate the data stream using the test data. Each

sample in the test data arrives at the server by their timestamp,

and our server makes a decision on whether or not they are mali-

cious. We also assume a domain expert will report if a decision is

wrong, which is used to update the model immediately. The model

is improved overtime and the wrong decisions are accumulated

progressively as the number of false positives/negatives.

4.1.3 Evaluation criteria. Our goal of incremental updating is to

reduce both false positives and false negatives. Therefore, we use

the total number of false positives and false negatives as the eval-

uation metrics, which are denoted as #FP and #FN respectively.

Unless otherwise mentioned, we count the number of #FP and #FN
in a streaming fashion as well: when a new data point from the

test data is seen in the stream, we increment the number of #FP or

#FN if the domain expert reports our decision is wrong. Intuitively,

if the proposed mechanism is able to effectively unlearn/relearn

a data point that is reported to be falsely labeled, the model will

not make the same mistake in future when encountering similar

data points, so the total #FP and #FN will be reduced. Moreover,

smaller #FP and #FN indicate more false positives and false nega-

tives being reduced, and thus the more effective of the method. In

some experiments F-1 score is also used as an overall measurement,

the calculation of which could be found in [41].

4.2 End-to-end performance
In this section, we focus on presenting the overall effectiveness of

the proposed method. For each dataset in Table 1, we first explain

how anomaly detection is achieved utilizing existing deep neural

networks, and then show the overall improvement with incremental

updating by comparing #FPand #FNmetrics.

4.2.1 LSTM anomaly detection on discrete sequence data. As ex-
plained in Section 4.1.1, HDFS log dataset is first parsed into a

sequence of log keys, e.g., C, A, B, C, where C may represent a log

entry printed by code LOG.info(“Transaction %s finished.”, ...). Also,
time dimension matters in the resulted discrete sequence data, since

the ordering of system logs reveals the source code execution paths.

Our baseline model is DeepLog, which is an anomaly detection

model that achieves state-of-the-art anomaly detection results on

HDFS dataset. The anomaly detection method on log key sequence

is as described in Section 2.3, which utilizes a LSTMmodel, to take a

fixed length of history key sequence as input, and output a probabil-

ity distribution on the next key that may appear. A data point (i.e.,

a log key) is detected as abnormal if it has a predicted probability

less than some threshold. Consequently, a false negative means that

an abnormal log key has a predicted probability higher than the

threshold. As a result, our goal of unlearning would be to reduce

the predicted probability for the reported false negatives given its

history input, and relearning is to increase the probability of the

reported false positives.

Figure 5(a) shows the comparison of the initially trained model

with and without incremental updating. Note that there are two y
axes with different scales, where the left one indicates the number

of false positives #FP , and the right axis shows the number of false

negatives #FN . We select three different thresholds to showcase

the effectiveness of our method. For BASELINE, #FPgrows with
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Figure 5: Comparison of #FPand #FNbetween BASELINE and UNLEARN.

the increase of the thresholds, along with a decrease on #FN . In

all cases, the UNLEARN with online incremental update is able to

significantly reduce both #FPand #FN , compared with BASELINE.

4.2.2 LSTM anomaly detection on continuous sequence data. The
Yahoo network traffic dataset introduced in Section 4.1.1 and Ta-

ble 1 represents a continuous time series dataset. Each data point

has 7 numerical features, and the history traffic trends could help

to forecast the future ones. Note that the dataset needs to be scaled

to prevent learning bias on value range, and we achieve it by sim-

ply dividing each value using the max value in the corresponding

dimension. For this task, LSTMmodels could be leveraged for anom-

aly detection, by checking the error between the real data point

and the forecasted one given its time sequence history [25], which

we use as BASELINE. The loss function used for model training is

mean squared error loss. Meanwhile, the error between the real

data point and the model predicted one is also measured by mean

squared error, and compared with a threshold to test if the real data

point is an anomaly. Consequently, as illustrated in Section 3, the

incremental unlearning procedure with given false negatives would

be to increase the loss/error between the actual data point and the

model prediction, while incremental relearning being the opposite.

The evaluation and comparison results could be found in Fig-

ure 5(b). For this dataset, the number of false negatives is extremely

low, so false negatives are not unlearned as often. Also, the few

false negatives have different types, for example, one in upward

trend and another in downward trend in the time series data, so

unlearning one does not affect much of another. As a result, the

unlearning effect shown in Figure 5(b) is not as significant com-

pared to previous HDFS dataset. Nevertheless, we show that, with

three different thresholds, UNLEARN is able to evidently reduce

the number of false positives.

4.2.3 Autoencoder anomaly detection on non-time series data. Un-
like the datasets used in previous two experiments, the time dimen-

sion in the credit card transaction dataset presented in Section 4.1.1

is not necessarily useful for fraud detection, since each transaction

record is made by a different person, and it’s not possible to group

transactions by card holders. Instead, we could simply use the 30

features of each transaction record for fraud detection of that record.

More specifically, each transaction record is represented by a vector

of 30 dimensions, and anomaly detection could be performed in the

vector space to detect the anomalous vectors. Similar to the Yahoo

network traffic dataset, each dimension is scaled through dividing

each value by the max one in that dimension. Autoencoder as pre-

sented in Section 2.3 has been shown effective on this dataset [38],

which utilizes normal transaction data to train a model, finds a

desirable threshold, and detects anomalies by checking if the input-

output error exceeds the threshold for each test data point. We use

the implementation in [38] as the baseline model, and incrementally

update it with new false positives and false negatives, to improve

its performance.

The evaluation results are shown in Figure 3. Note that the left y
axis indicating the number of false positives is in log scale. For this

dataset, the error scores of normal data and abnormal data are pretty

close. As a result, the numbers of false positives and false negatives

differ significantly with the presence of different thresholds. In an

extreme case where 1/4 of the test data are detected as anomalies

(when threshold 0.3), UNLEARN is able to reduce almost all false

positives (close to 99.9%), and introduce only 19 false negatives.

For the other two thresholds, UNLEARN reduces most of the false

negatives, with few false positives introduced.
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Figure 6: Improvement by UNLEARN overtime (HDFS log).

4.2.4 Improvements by UNLEARN overtime. In this section, we

aim to explore the improvements brought by UNLEARN overtime,

in terms of improving anomaly detection performance on test data.

We use HDFS log dataset considering its large size. We construct

the data stream in the same way as above, but the performance

metric is calculated in a different way. We test each snapshot model

at different time on the full test data to compute the #FP and #FN .
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Here, a snapshotmodel at timeH indicates that themodel is updated

in a streaming fashion, but only test samples with timestamp before

H is used. Note that in previous experiments, each snapshot model
at time H is only used to evaluate the test data right after H . By

doing so, we can have a better understanding how snapshot models’

performance change over time.

Figure 6 shows the results. The x-axis are the snapshot moment,

and the y-axis shows the anomaly detection performance of the up-

dated model. As can be observed, the total number of false positives

and false negatives is much higher when there is no update at all

(x=0). The model could be significantly improved with only a few

updates ((x=10)), and slowly improved as time evolves. Also, the

F-1 score improves from around 94.7% at the beginning, to 99.4% in

the end.

4.2.5 Comparison of UNLEARN with retraining. As previously

mentioned, to update the model with a newly labeled instance,

a naive alternative solution is to retrain the model with both the

new sample and all past training data. In this section, we compare

the performance of UNLEARN with retraining, in terms of both

efficiency and effectiveness.

However, for the anomaly detection models considered in this

paper, only normal data samples could be used for training. As a

result, our baseline retraining model is trained on a dataset that

contains all past training data and all newly identified false positives

in detection, while UNLEARNmodel is updated with newly labeled

false positives and false negatives. Instead of comparing the results

whenever a newly labeled sample appears and a model update

is made, we only do a final comparison. That is, we assume the

last false positive/negative is just reported, so now the retraining

dataset contains all false positives and false negatives identified in

detection as well as the original training dataset, and the UNLEARN
model has finished updating with all newly labeled data. We obtain

both models and apply each on entire test dataset to test the utility.

The running time for retraining is simply the entire training time.

For UNLEARN, we measure the time consumed by each unlearning

and relearning step and show the average.

The results are shown in Table 2. The retraining process took

1736.42 seconds, which is not too long due to the relatively small

training dataset, but is much longer than UNLEARN. Also, since re-
training does not take false negatives into account, the final model

produces more false negatives than BASELINE. Instead, UNLEARN
which is updated with both false positives and false negatives im-

proved BASELINE performance, and is better than retraining.

Threshold Tp = 10
−5

time (seconds) #FP #FN F-1 score

BASELINE N/A 877 922 0.947

retraining 1736.42 21 2236 0.928

UNLEARN 1.12 157 32 0.994

Table 2: Comparison between UNLEARN and retraining (HDFS log).

4.2.6 Comparison of UNLEARN with evolving clustering approach.
Before the popularity of deep learning, traditional methods such as

clustering [43] have been extensively used for anomaly detection [4,

9]. In particular, DBSCAN [10] is a density-based clustering method

which groups nearby points into the same cluster recursively, and

identifies small clusters having points lower than a threshold as

outliers.

To deal with evolving data streams where clusters need to be

adapted to new data points in a streaming fashion, multiple im-

provements have been proposed such as CluStream [1] and Den-

Stream [2], which are based on k-means and DBSCAN respec-

tively [32]. Specifically, DenStream is an advancement over CluS-

tream, and is able to discover new clusters with arbitrary shapes

and identify outliers in an evolving data stream.

Although deep learning has outperformed traditional machine

learning in many tasks, there haven’t been many related works

comparing the streaming versions of the two. In this section, we aim

to compare the anomaly detection performance of DenStream and

UNLEARN, as well as their base non-streaming versions, i.e., DB-

SCAN and autoencoder. We choose autoencoder to be the baseline

for deep learning based anomaly detection instead of LSTM models,

because the input data format it accepts is similar to clustering.

Dataset. For the datasets, wewere not able to find publicly available
datasets used in the streaming clustering papers [1, 2], and we

found that the clustering performance on our credit card transaction

dataset is extremely poor (F-1 score close to 0), which may not be

suitable for clustering methods. To amend this, we use the banknote

image dataset [13] which is claimed to be suitable for clustering

based anomaly detection. The data are extracted from images taken

from genuine and forged banknote-like specimens. The features for

each image include variance, skewness and curtosis of the wavelet

transforms of the images. There are totally 1372 images, of which

600 are fake. The train-test split statistics for each method is shown

in Table 3. DenStream, autoencoder and UNLEARN all need initial

normal data points to either form base clusters, or train an initial

detection model. DBSCAN is an unsupervised approach which does

not need training data, but we make sure that the test dataset for

each method is the same for fair comparison.

The results of the four methods are shown in Table 4. For each

method, we explore the hyper-parameters and report the best per-

formed ones. As noted in the table, DenStream effectively improves

the anomaly detection performance (F-1 score) over DBSCAN. The

baseline deep learning alternative is comparable to DenStream,

while its streaming version UNLEARN performs the best among all

methods.

Algorithm Train

Test

normal abnormal

DBSCAN N/A 586 600

DenStream/Autoencoder/UNLEARN 146 586 600

Table 3: Banknote dataset statistics.

4.3 Sub-components analysis
In this section, we divide the steps used in incremental updating

and illustrate how each step helps to effectively unlearn/relearn

the given instances, and more importantly, in a controlled manner.
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Clustering Autoencoder

DBSCAN DenStream BASELINE UNLEARN
#FP 20 610 43 122

#FN 535 300 383 0

F-1 score 0.402 0.611 0.624 0.882

Table 4: Comparison between UNLEARN and evolving clus-
tering on Banknote dataset.

4.3.1 The effectiveness of loss bound BND. In this section, we show
the necessity of applying a maximum loss bound BND for unlearn-

ing, and how it could potentially mitigate the explosive increase of

false positives.

We first conduct a set of experiments to compare the system

performance with different BND values. In these experiments, we

only perform unlearning with given false negatives, but no action
is taken for false positives. For each BND value, we analyze the

number of false negatives being reduced and the number of false

positives being incurred. An overly low BND value would restrain

the unlearning of false negatives, while a BND value that is too

high may explosively increase false positives. An appropriate BND
value should be able to significantly reduce false negatives without

incurring too many new false positives. The results are shown in

Table 5. As in the table, the larger BND is, the more effective of the

false negative unlearning, but the more false positives may occur.

Threshold Tp = 10
−5

BASELINE
UNLEARN with only unlearning (BND=)

5 8 10 12 15

#FP 877 855 1257 2593 2616 39828

#FN 922 1049 114 8 0 0

Table 5: #FPand #FNchange with different loss bounds BND
for unlearning (HDFS log). Relearning is disabled.

To understand why it happens, we plot the loss change of a

particular instance being unlearned, as well as the average loss of

normal examples in Figure 7. The two experiments plotted in the

two sub-figures have the same learning rate.

The left figure shows the loss change without any bound, while

the right figure indicates the loss change with maximum loss bound

BND applied. Without any bound, the unlearning loss keeps in-

creasing, resulting in a potentially exponential change on average

normal loss. The resulted model could incur significantly more false

positives, because of the loss increase in normal examples.

In the right figure, when maximum loss bound BND is applied,

the loss of the unlearning instance simply increases until BND,
before causing visible effect on average normal loss. Note that a

low BND may terminate the unlearning process of an instance

before it’s fully unlearned (i.e., detected as anomaly), which is

acceptable since it’s better to cause many more false positives with

the unlearning of a single instance.

4.3.2 The influence of learning rate η. As described in Section

3.2.2, the learning rate η has a significant effect on unlearning

progress, especially for cross-entropy loss, where the absolute value

(a) without BND (b) with BND

Figure 7: Comparison of loss change with/out BND applied
(HDFS log).

of gradient could be infinitely large. This set of experiments focus

on evaluating the influence of different η, hoping to suggest the

best practice for finding desirable learning rates.

As in Section 4.3.1, we first conduct experiments to measure the

influence of different learning rates with only incremental unlearn-

ing enabled. Both the number of false negatives and the number

of false positives are being analyzed for each learning rate. Ideally,

the unlearning procedure should reduce as many false negatives as

possible, and incur as few new false positives as possible.

Table 6 shows the number of FPs and FNs for both BASELINE,
and UNLEARN. This is to show the increase of #FPwithout any
relearning step. The learning rate used for training is η = 0.1. As

in Table 6, in all cases, the majority of false negatives are reduced.

#FPhas modest increase when learning rates are appropriate. How-

ever, when the learning rate is big (comparable to what’s used in

training), the increase of #FPcould be disastrous, as shown by the

statistics of η = 10
−2

and η = 10
−1
. Although low learning rate

would generally be safe, it may cause the unlearning progress to

be slow, as indicated in the “Average updates” statistics, which is

the average number of updates for each instance to be successfully

unlearned.

To better understand how the learning rate difference would

affect the loss of normal examples while increasing the loss for

abnormal examples, we further plot the loss change of both the ex-

ample to unlearn, and the average loss of normal examples. Figure 8

shows the result. In the left figure when learning rate is big, the

unlearning loss increases rapidly, along with a sudden change in

average normal loss, causing a big increase in #FP . In comparison,

the right figure shows the result of loss change with a low learning

rate. The loss of the instance to be unlearned increases slowly until

being unlearned, while the average normal loss stays low, without

visible change.

In Table 6, the optimizer being used is gradient descent optimizer,

where the learning rate is consistent in the whole training process.

We also conduct experiments on other optimizers where the learn-

ing rate would automatically decay with the training progress.

Specifically, we choose Adam and RMSProp optimizers in model

training, with an initial learning rate of 10
−3
. As shown in Table 7,

the observations are similar - choosing a learning rate that is 1% of

the training one is safe and moderate for unlearning.

For relearning, the influence of learning rate is smaller, since

the learning goal is to minimize the loss, and the gradient becomes

smaller itself when close to converge. Table 8 shows the increase of
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#FNwhile reducing #FPwith only incremental relearning enabled.

Although relearning is more tolerant to learning rate difference,

small learning rate still provides better performance in terms of

reducing #FPand in the meantime controlling the increase of #FN .

Also, note that the “Average updates” statistics increase when learn-

ing rate becomes larger, which could be due to that the optimal

minimal loss is hard to approach with a big step size.

Threshold Tp = 10
−4

BASELINE
UNLEARN with only unlearning (η=)

2 × 10−4 10
−3

0.01 0.1

#FP 1268 3061 3427 449525 552654

#FN 575 12 5 2 1

Average updates 1.75 1.2 1 1

Table 6: #FPand #FNchange with different learning rates for
unlearning (HDFS log). Relearning is disabled.

(a) η = 10
−1

(b) η = 5 × 10−4

Figure 8: Loss change of the example being unlearned, and
the average loss change of normal examples (HDFS log).

Threshold Tp = 10
−4

BASELINE
Adam (η=) RMSProp (η=)

10
−5

10
−4

10
−3

10
−5

10
−4

10
−3

#FP 1268 2841 8859 552654 5605 181347 552654

#FN 575 25 4 1 9 2 1

Average updates 16.08 5.5 1 8 3.5 1

Table 7: #FPand #FNwith different optimizers and learning
rates for unlearning (HDFS log). Relearning is disabled.

Threshold Tp = 10
−3

BASELINE
UNLEARN with only relearning (η=)
10
−4

10
−3

10
−2

10
−1

#FP 2692 249 140 86 7

#FN 430 1951 2015 2675 2752

Average updates 5.1 1.6 1.6 2.7

Table 8: Number of FPs and FNs with the change of learning
rate for relearning (HDFS log). Unlearning is disabled.

4.3.3 The effectiveness of regularization weight λ. Finally, we evalu-
ate the effect of regularization weight λ, which reflects the amount

of previous information to remember. The larger λ is, the more

previous information to remember, while λ = 0 indicates basic in-

cremental updating without prevention from forgetting of previous

learned/unlearned examples. However, an overly big λ could also

restrain the updating of current examples. The results are shown

in Table 9. Compared with the baseline case when λ = 0, #FPdrops
with increasing λ, showing that fewer previously learned examples

are forgotten. Also, when λ is too big (e.g., 5 × 105), the increase

of #FNand decrease of #FPshows that the unlearning of current

examples is restrained, while more weight is being put on not for-

getting previously learned examples. Nevertheless, Table 9 shows

that a wide range of λ suffices to improve the results.

BASELINE
λ for unlearning

0 5 × 102 5 × 103 5 × 104 5 × 105

#FP 22 162 165 143 95 32

#FN 90 44 43 40 43 79

Table 9: Number of FPs and FNs with the change of regular-
ization weight λ (credit card transaction data).

The importance of applying regularization. To show the im-

portance of applying λ to prevent catastrophic forgetting, we apply

the following three models on training dataset to compare the per-

formance: 1) BASELINE model which is not updated in testing; 2)

UNLEARN model with λ regularization applied; and 3) UNLEARN
model without regularization (λ = 0). Table 10 shows the results.

Note that the training dataset only contains normal samples, so

only false positives are incurred in the process. The BASELINE
model without any update is exactly the same model trained on

the dataset, and thus performs the best. UNLEARN with λ reg-

ularization slightly increased #FPon training dataset. However,

UNLEARN without regularization (λ = 0) may explosively increase

#FP . The comparison results show that applying regularization, i.e.,

the second term in Equation 19 effectively prevents catastrophic

forgetting.

Threshold BASELINE
UNLEARN

λ = 5 × 103 λ = 0 (no regularization)

10
−5

0 4 16

10
−4

4 37 3026

Table 10: #FPon HDFS training dataset.

4.3.4 The influence of important memory setMt . As introduced in

Section 3.3, UNLEARN prevents catastrophic forgetting by limiting

the update on model weights that are important to an important
memory setMt . We vary the portions of the two components inMt ,

namely, a random sub-sample of the validation set used for training,

and the set of all newly labeled samples in testing, to evaluate

the influence of the two components. For this experiment, we use

HDFS dataset. The first component is a 5% hold-out validation

dataset in training which we call as validData, and the second
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component is referred as newData.Mt is composed with α portion

of validData and β portion of newData. Table 11 shows the results
with varying α and β . As can be observed, newly labeled data in

test is more effective in improving the performance on test data,

while combining with valid dataset gives the best performance.

Threshold Tp = 10
−5

BASELINE
#FP #FN α β #FP #FN α β #FP #FN α β #FP #FN
877 922 0 1 331 149 1 0 378 732 1 1 157 32

Table 11: #FPand #FNwithMt = (α ·validData)
⋃
(β ·newData)

(HDFS log).

The importance of using Mt . As in Section 3.3, if not having

Mt , an alternative is to use Equation 18 which simply restrains

the update on all existing model parameters. We compare the up-

dated model performance between using Equation 18 and using

19, on HDFS test dataset. With an anomaly detection threshold of

Tp = 10
−5
, the #FPand #FN for Equation 18 is 162 and 782, but for

Equation 19 is 157 and 32 respectively. Applying memory set and

calculating the weights important to it effectively improves the

unlearning performance.

5 DISCUSSION
A major contribution of our work is a novel approach for unlearn-

ing. Although it is often accompanied with more false positives, we

note that in system anomaly detection, the merit of fewer false neg-

atives in fact worth the cost of more false positives. That is because

reported false positives could be further checked by system admin,

and then fed into the model for incremental learning. However,

a false negative may never be found out, until a more disastrous

event occurs due to the un-discovery of it.

There are previousworks that explore specificmodels like Bayesian

ones to adapt with new data [2, 11], which have also shown effective

in anomaly detection [22, 32]. In contrast, the proposed UNLEARN
scheme is achieved by manipulating the loss functions, which is

a general approach for deep learning based methods that involve

gradient descent steps.

Since the model is being incrementally updated in anomaly de-

tection process, it is natural to think whether an attacker would

try to inject adversarial examples to pollute the model. However,

this is not quite easy for the usage scenario of UNLEARN, where
the newly labeled data for update are proposed by the same party

who uses the model for detection, and thus have no incentive in

breaking the model.

In this paper, we only suggest to use a lower learning rate com-

pared with the one used for training. However, studying optimizers

that could adaptively change the learning rate for incremental

updating where only micro adjustments are needed would be an

interesting research direction to explore.

6 RELATEDWORK
Deep learning, and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) in particular,

have been found to be extremely effective in detecting and predict-

ing events related to security, for example, to identify functions in

code binaries [35]. RNNs and Echo State Networks have also been

used for unsupervised feature extraction, which expresses great

effectiveness for malware detection [29]. Similar to DeepLog [8],

Tiresias [34] uses stacked RNNs to predict the next security event

to happen based on a history of events.

Anomaly detection is an essential component for security. Com-

pared with supervised anomaly detection which requires labeled

anomalies [46], and unsupervised anomaly detection which as-

sumes outliers to be rare [31], zero-positive anomaly detection has

recently gained much interest in that it can fully enjoy the benefits

brought by deep neural networks, while having no assumption

on the anomalies to detect. AutoPerf [15] trains an autoencoder

network utilizing hardware performance counters collected from

normal system execution, to detect hardware performance prob-

lems. Kitsune [26] leverages an ensemble of autoencoders to detect

network anomalies, which also requires training data to be clean

(normal). Previous works have also explored time series dimension

for system anomaly detection, which is important since real-time

system status and actions are inevitably affected by previous system

events. For this series of work, RNNs such as LSTM are extensively

used, because of the ability to model sequence information. Anom-

aly detection on continuous time series data is mostly done by

learning a LSTM model for forecasting, and then compute the error

score by calculating the difference between LSTM-generated data

point and the real system data point [6, 23, 25, 36]. For discrete time

series data [5], DeepLog [8] uses LSTM to train a supervised classi-

fier utilizing normal system log data, to predict the next system log

and compare with the actual system generated one. Similar ideas

could also be applied to system command sequences and function

API call sequences [5]. In summary, recent works on zero-positive

anomaly detection mostly used autoencoder for non-time series

data analysis, and LSTM for time series data analysis, or different

variations of them such as ensembles.

Although many previous works have validated the flexibility

and effectiveness of zero-positive anomaly detection through deep

learning, an essential part that’s not fully studied is the incremental

update of the initially trained models. Since only normal data are

used for training, previous works mentioning incremental update

either use all encountered normal data to update the model [15, 26],

or only utilize false positives [8]. None of the previous works have

mentioned how to update the zero-positive model to deal with

reported false negatives. Moreover, as suggested in Section 4.3.2,

naive incremental learning introduces many false negatives, while

the restraint of which is not explored.

The concept of machine unlearning has been proposed and stud-

ied before. However, we note that the scenarios presented in previ-

ous work significantly differ with the goal of updating zero-positive

anomaly detection models, and thus is hardly possible to be directly

applied. Cao and Yang systematically studied machine unlearning

in [3]. They transfer machine learning from raw data to summation

forms. In terms of unlearning, only the summations involving the

data to forget is recalculated, and the machine learning model is

updated on the new summation forms, which is asymptotically

faster than retraining from raw data. Although this work has its

potential to be extended to deep learning, the method is proposed

for unlearning of the data previously used for training, instead of

unlearning a testing sample. Neural Cleanse [39] also mentioned

the concept of unlearning, to fix a model that is previously trained
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by trojan attack data samples. The proposed method is to retrain

the model with the trojan attack data samples and corresponding

correct labels, hoping to overwrite the attack labels previously used

for training. However, in zero-positive anomaly detection, the al-

ternative correct label for a sample to unlearn may not be known.

Moreover, only replacing the label having maximum predicted prob-

ability does not guarantee to reduce the predicted probability of a

false negative, which is required for it to be detected as abnormal.

Finally, lifelong learning has been previously proposed and stud-

ied for deep learning in general [21, 28, 33]. The problem to solve is

to train the same machine learning model for multiple tasks, which

may not even have the same set of labels, such as digits classifica-

tion and face recognition. For each training task, the corresponding

dataset may be trained over for multiple iterations, unlike our set-

ting which is entirely online incremental updating. Inspired by the

usage of fisher information matrix in [21], we leverage a similar

idea to restrain the parameter change to a small memory set which

contains previously updated examples.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the problem of lifelong learning for deep

learning based anomaly detection. We first summarize the gen-

eral problem of zero-positive anomaly detection, and how previous

work address it by utilizing various generative models, for example,

autoencoder models for non-time series data and LSTM models for

time series data. Leveraging the fact that all such models aim to

minimize the loss for normal data in training process, we propose a

new objective function that aims to maximize the loss to unlearn re-

ported abnormal samples. Moreover, we propose to add a maximum

bound to control the loss increase, and applying a regularization

term to prevent catastrophic forgetting while updating the model

with new test samples. The newly proposed loss objective could

also be generalized to the incremental learning of new negative

examples, and similar observations (e.g., shrinked learning rates,

regularization term) are also applicable to incur fewer false nega-

tives. Finally, we use three real-world datasets utilizing different

deep neural architectures for anomaly detection, to show the wide

applicability of our proposed incremental updating technique.
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